Ivan Beschastnikh

Research Statement

My goal is to make modern software systems easier to build, more reliable, and more secure. To this end I
pursue research in the fields of software engineering, distributed systems, and security.
My software engineering research focuses on software analysis and formal methods, with an emphasis on
developing new tools that empower developers to harness the power of these techniques. I also design
and prototype novel systems. This provides me with first-hand experience of the difficulties that systems
developers face, which makes me more effective in my research to support them. In developing systems I am
especially interested in developing new designs of cloud computing infrastructure and in building systems
that provide users with better privacy and security guarantees.
My research has appeared in top Computer Science conferences and journals1 . As a sample of my research
output, since starting at UBC my research has appeared in ICSE (3), ASE (3), ESEC/FSE (1), ESEM(1), NSDI
(1), ANCS (1), TPDS (1), CHI (1), and IJCAI (1). Our paper from ESEM 2015 received the Best Full Paper
Award. According to Google scholar, six of my most impactful papers have been cited over 100 times
each.
Although my research spans several sub-fields of Computer Science, my primary focus area is software
engineering (SE). Most of my published work appears in top SE venues and most of my academic service is
in support of the SE community.
Besides publications, my research is also characterized by releases of open source software that anyone can
build on. For example, my specification mining tools2 are frequently extended by other researchers and my
log analysis tools3 are actively used by practitioners.
Because of my broad research focus, I actively seek out collaborators and frequently work with colleagues
in the UBC CS and ECE departments. For example, with both local and remote collaborators I have cosupervised 3 MSc and 1 postdoc, and am currently co-supervising 3 PhD students.
I also actively pursue collaborations with industry. I have worked with IBM, Shopify, Tasktop, and multiple
research and product groups inside of Huawei. Each of these companies contributed funding to support
my work. These industrial collaborations also enabled our group to deploy our prototypes in the wild, gain
access to professional developers and access unique industrial datasets (e.g., data center topologies).
Since joining UBC I have supervised or am currently supervising 32 undergraduates, 17 MSc students, 6
PhD students, and 1 postdoctoral researcher. Five students have received awards for research under my
supervision. Graduates from my group have gone on to top positions in industry (Google, Facebook, Arista
Networks), PhD programs (Berkeley, UCSD, U. Waterloo, McGill), and the postdoctoral researcher is now an
Assistant Professor at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs. My research agenda is informed by the
interests of the students in my group: I encourage students to pursue projects that they find motivating and
that leverage my expertise. For example, our recent work on securing distributed machine learning systems
is a student-led initiative.
My broad research program connects me with several different research communities, including systems and
software engineering. I contribute in service roles to as many of these communities as I can. For example,
I have served on top conference program committees, such as ICSE, ICDCS, ISSRE, and ESEM. I have also
taken on organization roles. I was a general co-chair of a top workshop on operating systems (HotOS 2017).
And, I have served as a program committee co-chair and now a steering committee member of VISSOFT
(a working conference bridging software engineering and visualization communities). Most recently I am
serving as a student volunteers co-chair for ICSE 2019.
In the rest of the document I will discuss my contributions to my three sub-fields of research since joining
UBC. I will start with my software engineering research, in which I focus on developing new program analyses and carrying out empirical studies. I will then discuss my distributed systems research on improving
the construction of systems and on developing new abstractions. Finally, I will overview my research focused
on improving the privacy and security of software systems.

1 The

most read and cited Computer Science papers in my research areas appear in prestigious conferences with low acceptance rates.

2 https://github.com/ModelInference
3 https://bestchai.bitbucket.io/shiviz/,

https://github.com/DistributedClocks
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Software engineering (SE) research
My SE research has two strands: program analysis and empirical studies. The goal of my program analysis
research is to support developers in their work, usually by embedding advanced program analyses into tools
that they can use. The goal of my empirical studies is to precisely characterize the needs of and challenges
facing software engineers. For example, in a recent study we considered developers’ needs and processes in
performance comprehension [ESEC/FSE 2018.P1].

Program analysis for specification mining
My expertise lies in an area of program analysis called specification mining, also known as process mining. My
PhD was in this area, and I continue research in this domain. Many of the specification mining techniques
that I have developed rely on dynamic program analyses, which are applicable to existing codebases of
complex systems. Since specifications mined through dynamic program analysis are by nature incomplete,
and may be inaccurate, they are therefore often referred to as likely specifications.
Specifications of software systems are critically important. Numerous program analyses, such as test generation, model checking, and runtime verification depend on their availability. However, program specifications
are frequently missing. Specifications may be missing because developers lack the expertise to formally
specify their systems, because the specification process is a manual and time-consuming process, or because
specifications may quickly fall out of date as the software changes. This challenge inspired the field of
specification mining – automatically generating specifications from software artifacts.
Since starting at UBC, my initial efforts were directed at publishing the last two pieces of my PhD work:
inferring specifications of networked systems [ICSE 2014.P2], and generalizing the description of specification
mining algorithms [TSE 2015.P3].
Subsequently, I have worked on a number of ways to
generalize existing specification mining approaches
to new data and new domains. In collaboration
with Yuriy Brun (UMass Amherst), I have developed techniques for inferring performance models as specifications [ASE 2014.P4]4 . With two undergraduate students working under my supervision I have also generalized the mining of temporal patterns, the first technique to work for linear temporal logic properties of arbitrary complexity [ASE 2015.P5] (Figure 1)5 . In collaboration with
David Lo (Singapore Management University), I
designed the first meta-algorithm for specification
mining, which combines existing algorithms and
yields higher performance than any of the underlying algorithms [ASE 2015.P6].
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auth failed
login attempt
auth failed

Trace 2
login attempt
guest login
auth failed
authorized

Property type: G(x ! XF y)

Trace 3
login attempt
auth failed
login attempt
authorized

Trace 4
login attempt
auth failed
login attempt
guest login
authorized

or “ x always followed by

y”

Texada
Property instances: G(guest login ! XF authorized)

Figure 1: Example of specification mining with Texada [ASE 2015.P5], which takes a log, a property
type, and outputs mined property instances (formulas based on the property type that evaluate to true on
all traces in the input log).

In a more recent effort, I turned my focus to specifications of distributed systems, which frequently refer to the state of multiple nodes. For example, a statement
of the form “∀ node i, groupLeaderi == groupLeader j ” captures consistent global knowledge of the leader in
a distributed system. I, my student Stewart Grant (MSc), and a visiting undergraduate student developed
Dinv6 , the first tool to infer distributed data specifications from complex distributed systems [ICSE 2018.P7].
We have used Dinv to infer correctness invariants of the Raft consensus protocol in etcd, a widely adopted
key-value store, and in other complex systems.
Ongoing work: data-temporal specification mining I am continuing to work with my students to generalize the mining of specifications to properties that can better capture human requirements. Specifically, we are
attempting to unify the mining of data specifications with the mining of temporal logic specifications. For
4 http://perfume.cs.umass.edu/
5 https://bitbucket.org/bestchai/texada/
6 https://bitbucket.org/bestchai/dinv/
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example, our approach can detect properties like “whenever numAuthTries == 3, eventually alertAdministrator()
is invoked”.

Studies and analyses of complex concurrent systems
In collaboration with Ali Mesbah (UBC ECE) and our (graduated) MASc student Keheliya Gallaba, we began
a line of work on studying the use of callbacks in JavaScript applications. JavaScript is an event-based
language that lacks concurrency abstractions. It makes up for this with events, that can be scheduled and
reacted to with callbacks. Today, it is difficult to imagine a useful JavaScript application that does not contain
callbacks – it is a core language feature. However, callbacks are complex to understand and to use: some
refer to JavaScript’s “callback hell”7 . In many ways, callbacks are an obstacle to learning JavaScript and to
writing correct programs in this language. We performed a large-scale empirical study to characterize the
use of callbacks in popular JavaScript systems [ESEM 2015.P8]. This is the first study of its kind and it alerted
the community to the complexity of callback usage in existing systems. For example, half of all callbacks are
invoked asynchronously and callbacks are frequently deeply nested. This work received the best full paper
award at ESEM 2015.
Building on this study we developed program analysis techniques to mitigate callback complexity. Specifically, we designed analyses to refactor JavaScript callbacks into a language construct called promises. A
promise provides an explicit method for nesting callbacks, and a means to explicitly denote the error and
the success paths of an event handler. We developed a static analysis approach to perform this refactoring.
In a highly dynamic language like JavaScript, the major challenge is refactoring the code without changing
the semantics of the program. Our analysis and corresponding tool [ICSME 2017.P9] refactors callbacks with
many more advanced usage patterns and refactors 235% more callbacks than prior work.
In a more recent empirical case study with Alexandra Fedorova (UBC ECE), Julia Rubin (UBC ECE), and
several of our students, we considered bug reports in the WiredTiger projects, the default database engine
behind MongoDB, a popular key-value store. The focus of our study was performance comprehension: the
process by which developers understand the underlying cause of a performance issue. This topic had not
been studied prior to our work. Our study employs several qualitative techniques and the resulting paper [ESEC/FSE 2018.P1] reports salient observations. For example, WiredTiger developers often use tools
without knowing in advance whether the obtained information will be relevant to their problem.
I am continuing this work by developing tools to support developers of complex concurrent systems like
WiredTiger. For example, we recently built a tool, called TSViz8 , for visualizing thread activities in complex
multi-threaded software [ICSE Tools 2017.P10].
Software visualization In designing tools I frequently draw on visualization techniques to build artifacts
that are simple to understand and enjoyable to use. For example, my work with Gail Murphy and Daniel
Rozenberg (MSc) on visualizing repository metrics over time to enable comparison/contrast of multiple
repositories [MSR 2016.P11] builds heavily on visualization principles such as Shneiderman’s overview first,
zoom and filter, then details-on-demand. Another example is the TSViz tool mentioned above and the ShiViz
tool described below.

Distributed systems research
We are increasingly relying on distributed systems for our everyday activities. For example, the rapid adoption of machine learning techniques is made possible by huge computational and storage resources. These
resources are typically accessed in a data center with numerous distributed software systems coordinating
the usage, accounting, and fault tolerance of these resources. My research aims to make distributed systems
easier to construct and to explore new distributed system designs and abstractions to support emerging
applications.

7 http://callbackhell.com
8 http://bestchai.bitbucket.io/tsviz/
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Improving the construction of distributed systems
Distributed systems are notoriously challenging to build since they must overcome many concurrency, failure, and
scalability issues. I am interested in deLog lines
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A model checker (MC) is a program
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9 http://bestchai.bitbucket.io/shiviz/
10 For

example, it is used within Microsoft for visualizing P and P# traces, https://github.com/p-org/TraceVisualizer

11 http://lamport.azurewebsites.net/tla/amazon.html
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is slow since it has to run the actual system and deal with state explosion. I am developing a hybrid model
checker that combines abstract and concrete MCs into a single, efficient, pipeline. There are three key ideas
in this project: (1) use a concrete MC to generate traces to bootstrap the abstract model (through model
learning), (2) use abstract trace replay in the concrete system to identify abstract false positives, and (3) refine
and improve the abstract model with concrete counter-examples from step (2). By doing the bulk of the
checking with the efficient abstract checker, we hope to get the best of both worlds: precise and efficient
model checking without requiring the developer to compose a model of their system.

New abstractions for data center systems
Today’s data centers provide a rudimentary API for tenants who primarily allocate and deallocate containers and
virtual machines (VMs) to access data center resources.
New abstractions have been proposed, but they are challenging to provide at data-center scale. In my recent work
with collaborators in formal methods and AI (Alan Hu
and Holger Hoos) and our PhD students (Nodir Kodirov
and Sam Bayless), I have pursued new abstractions that
better align data center resources with application demands.
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of VMs with a network topology that specifies their interconnections (Figure 3). The VDC abstraction matches toFigure 3: (Top) Example physical data center
day’s popular use-cases of big data processing. For examtopology. Circled numbers on links denote availple, a Hadoop job requires at least a master node and sevable bandwidth in Gbps. (Bottom) Example
eral worker nodes. A VDC can easily encode a Hadoop
Hadoop VDC with one master (m) and three
topology, which simplifies resource management for the
worker VMs (w1 − w3).
tenant and also provides richer semantics to the data center operator (who knows that the VMs in a VDC belong to
the same tenant, should be allocated close to one another, etc). Unlike the much simpler problem of allocating a single VM to the cloud, a VDC topology with several VMs must be allocated together, with guaranteed
bandwidth and latency between some or all of the VMs. In our recent work we developed algorithms to
support VDC allocation and placement in a physical data center topology [IJCAI 2017.P15]. Our algorithms
are able to allocate 150% – 300% as many VDCs into the same physical data center as previous methods. We
are currently working with Huawei Canada to deploy our approach in Huawei data centers.
1 core
2 GB

Virtualized network functions chain abstraction Another data center trend is the outsourcing of middlebox
functionality from enterprise networks into the data center. Outsourced (and traditionally hardware-based)
middleboxes are today packaged into virtualized network functions (VNFs) that run in software. However,
these VNFs, unlike VMs, require strict service level agreements (SLAs), particularly those pertaining to
network bandwidth/latency/loss/jitter, and are typically connected in a chain topology.
VNF is another domain where the existing VM-based interface offered by data centers is insufficient. In
recent work, with the same collaborators as the VDC project described above, I developed an abstractconcrete chain abstraction for VNFs [ANCS 2018.P16]. This work proposes an API, and also develops several
data-center scale algorithms to implement this API. For example, our algorithms are able to achieve data
center utilization within 96% of optimum, while scaling significantly past previously published work.
Ongoing work: abstractions for disaggregated data centers A new data center design trend is resource
disaggregation: individual resource types like disk storage, RAM, and CPU are packaged into resourcespecific units (blades) rather than into a server machine that aggregates these together. Disaggregated designs
have better efficiency since the operator can upgrade specific hardware blades without impacting other
resources. Users can provision the exact resources they need and expand/shrink this set at runtime. Both
factors also improve data center utilization.
Disaggregation raises numerous questions about the abstraction that should be presented to tenants: should
they still see a VM, or something else? The answer will influence the design of the entire software stack in the
data center. Our recent work considered implications of disaggregation on fault tolerance [HotNets 2017.P17].
We are continuing by building systems that provide legacy applications with a transparent migration path
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to disaggregated data centers. Our specific focus is on implementing local procedure calls in a distributed
fashion. For this we are using efficient SDN-based distributed shared memory coupled with a fault tolerant
and exactly-once remote procedure call abstraction.

Privacy and security research
My final line of work is in privacy and security. I use empirical methods to understand emerging threats and
design novel systems to improve users’ privacy and security.

Investigating the social insider threat
With collaborators in HCI (Tiago Guerreiro from U. Lisbon and his PhD student), and usable security (Konstantin Beznosov, UBC ECE), and a co-supervised MSc student (Wali Usmani), I qualitatively studied what
we term social insider attacks. These are instances when someone you know intrudes on your device, your
social network account, or other digital resources. Our initial study, funded by a grant from the Officer of
Privacy Commissioner of Canada, looked at intrusions on Facebook accounts [CHI 2017.P18]. We found that
these attacks are surprisingly common. In a survey we found that 24% of 1000+ respondents carried out
these attacks and 21% had been victims of these attacks. As well, we identified common motives behind
these attacks and documented some of the consequences for both the attacker and the victim. This work
received extensive news coverage, with several radio interviews and articles in the Daily Mail, CBC Canada,
Business Tech, and other periodicals.
I am pursuing this research further by considering social insider attacks on mobile phones and studying the
circumstances surrounding these attacks. My ultimate goal is to develop defensive measures once we have
a sufficient understanding of these attack variants. For example, we have prototyped several continuous
authentication approaches to this problem.
Ongoing work: new abstractions for secure data access Today a data owner has control of their data’s
access policies only as far as the boundaries of their own systems. For example, once you email someone
a file, you have no control over what the recipient might do with the file: where they might access it, how
many times they might copy it, or who they might send it to.
In a collaboration with Andrew Warfield (previously at UBC, now at Amazon) and three MSc students, I
am investigating the use of trusted hardware to implement a novel data-centric abstraction called trusted
capsules. A trusted capsule bundles data and policy in a way that extends a data owner’s policies across
system boundaries. Trusted capsules are mobile, programmable, and have dynamically-resolving policies
for access control. For example, a company can include a policy for confidential files that only allows access
to these files at the GPS coordinates of the company’s office.
This project has the potential to reshape the guarantees that one
can make about data access across devices. We are developing
our prototype on ARM development boards with TrustZone as
the trusted hardware. But, in the future we plan to transition
this design to Android smartphones.

Federated learning aggregator
[global model wg + ]

Sybils

…
…

Label: 0

Label: 1

Label: 7

Label: 9

Figure 4: Federated learning with colluding

sybils mounting a sybil-based poisoning attack. In the attack two sybils poison the
model by computing over images of 1s with
the (incorrect) class label 7.

Ongoing work: privacy-preserving machine learning Modern machine learning (ML) implementations use distributed
designs to scale to massive datasets and, in some cases, to offload computation to participating clients. Federated learning
is a state of the art design deployed by Google that trains on
data from mobile devices while keeping the data on the client
devices: only model parameters are transferred to a central aggregator to construct the model. This provides a basic level of
privacy, and allows clients to compute their model updates locally and independently. However, federated learning makes
a risky design tradeoff: clients, who were previously passive
data providers, can now contribute arbitrary intermediate values as part of the decentralized training process.
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I have been investigating techniques to make distributed ML more private and secure. I have done initial
work in this domain with a system for private ML on medical image data [MLMI 2017.P19] in collaboration
with Rafeef Abugharbieh (UBC ECE). I am pursuing follow-on topics in this area with three MSc students.
We are developing novel defensive strategies that deter poisoning attacks in distributed ML contexts (Figure 4)12 , and are developing a new ML framework that uses a peer-to-peer design for private training that
does not depend on a trusted central coordinator.
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